With varied threat levels ever present in today's world, it becomes necessary to continually adapt solutions and equipment to meet the requirements of the challenges at hand. USIA (UnderSea Industrial Apparel) is serious about the research and development of the equipment we build for our military and public safety agencies, understanding the need to supply the best product for the job in a timely manner. When necessary, USIA will develop a custom solution to an equipment request where a product did not exist previously.

USIA has been supplying dry suits to our military since 1987 and has earned a reputation for quality and product integrity by listening to customer input and adapting our designs and manufacturing techniques accordingly. If there's a better method to build your dry suit or dry bag, USIA will do it. If there's a better fabric for a product, USIA will find it. If there's the need to ramp up to fill your order, USIA will grow. We will do our best to do our job right so you will have the equipment you need to do yours.

Continue to count on USIA for cutting edge equipment designed with your maritime needs in mind.
## Solutions

### Under Sea Industrial Apparel

#### USIA Diving Dry Suits
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#### USIA Surface Dry Suits
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#### USIA Thermalwear
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<tr>
<td>EX1SSM</td>
<td>Military Exotherm Superstretch</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>2-Piece Superstretch</td>
<td>13</td>
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#### USIA Dry Bags

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2202BB</td>
<td>F-470 Bow Bag</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2200BPL</td>
<td>Large Country Back Pack</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2201BPM</td>
<td>Medium Country Back Pack</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2200BPL</td>
<td>Medium Country Back Pack</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2201BPM</td>
<td>Medium Country Back Pack</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2200BPL</td>
<td>Medium Country Back Pack</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2201BPM</td>
<td>Medium Country Back Pack</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2200BPL</td>
<td>Medium Country Back Pack</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2201BPM</td>
<td>Medium Country Back Pack</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2200BPL</td>
<td>Medium Country Back Pack</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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6050DSK: Combat Diver’s Dress MultiCam Arid®
DIVING DRY SUITS

Spec Ops Diver’s Dress System
Combat Diver’s Dress
Public Safety Divers Dress
Diver’s Dress 200
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GSA Advantage!
www.gsaAdvantage.gov
The USIA SPEC-OPS DIVER’S DRESS is a versatile and functional diving suit built out of Techniflex fabric for maximum flexibility and durability.

The system includes: Stock size or custom fitted black stretch fabric dry suit with relief zipper, reinforced knees, wet pocket, two detachable pockets, CC inflation bottle pocket and gear pocket. Hypalon® and Megagrip® reinforcing in all high wear areas, and a neoprene neck collar.

The SPEC-OPS DIVER’S DRESS SYSTEM also includes:
- Dry glove system
- 6.5mm zippered T2 neoprene dry hood.
- Exotherm II 16 oz. fleece undergarment
- Fleece booties and cap
- Suit repair kit
- Suit maintenance kit
- Suit suspenders
- System bag
- Inflation hose

**USIA BOGS DIVE BOOT**
(Exclusively designed for USIA)
Designed by Special Operations Combat Divers to enhance efficiency in closed circuit diving operations, the USIASYS6050DSK Combat Divers Dress is constructed from 400 D series urethane coated Pac-cloth with a 1000 D Cordura overlay. The suit is fitted with a YKK Mil Spec waterproof zipper with cover and is available in diagonal front or rear shoulder entry. The Combat Diver’s Dress uses SI-TECH valves and comes with a suit bag, LP hose, neck ring and maintenance kit. Ask about available colors. Many available accessories.

- SI-TECH Valves
- KEVLAR Knee Pads
- Inflation Bottle Pocket
- SI-TECH QUICK CUFF Removable Wrist and Neck Seals
- W/P Equipment Pocket- MOLLE mounted 7” x 3.5” x 10.5” Waterproof Pocket YKK Zipper
- Wet Cargo Pocket- MOLLE mounted Wet Gear Pocket
- Suit and Equipment Bags- Dry storage Bag and Diver Equipment Bag

Socks - Constructed from 400 Denier series urethane coated packcloth sized to fit suit
The USIA PUBLIC SAFETY DIVER’S DRESS is a highly rugged, industrial quality dry suit specifically built for extreme conditions. The suit is built with high tenacity 400 denier series nylon, with 1000 denier Cordura® overlays on the shoulders, chest, arms, thigh, seat, wrist and boot wraps. It comes standard with integrated USIA insulated Kevlar® wrapped dive boots and adjustable suspenders. This suit is available in a rear shoulder entry, diagonal front, or a wrap around horizontal front entry. The Public Safety Diver’s Dress fabric can be upgraded to our Techniflex stretch fabric. YKK waterproof zippers and SI TECH® valves are standard.

The USIA DIVER’S DRESS 200 is the perfect suit for routine daily diving. It is built with a 200 denier series nylon that allows for excellent mobility and comfort. 1000 denier Cordura® leg, seat, wrist, boot, and zipper covers make this suit extremely durable in key wear areas. We use SI TECH® low profile exhaust and rotating inflate valves and YKK waterproof zippers. The Diver’s Dress 200 is available in a diagonal front entry design or a rear shoulder style and is built with integrated USIA insulated Kevlar® wrapped dive boots.
Our USIA All-Purpose Waders are made from non-breathable 400D series urethane coated Nylon base fabric with 1000D Cordura® overlays. They come standard with a chest pocket, ankle/boot wraps, and latex or waterproof fabric socks.

These are shell Waders, which means they are not form-fitting. For greater versatility, we have made these waders non-insulated, so what you wear underneath will determine how warm you are.

The 400D base fabric and the 1000D Cordura® overlay fabric are available in various colors and patterns. Please call 800-247-8070 for details.

USIA DECON Washdown Waders are designed for Emergency First Responders for use during floods or highly contaminated water situations where full dry suit encapsulation is not yet required. These waders are made of a double sided high-density 400 denier urethane coated material with no exposed threads or seams. All seams are constructed in a strengthened 3 seam stitch and sealed using a double layer of urethane heat tape. Both the thigh and seat area have a second layer of 400D series fabric for extra wear and tear strength. Waders come with either an attached rubber boot or latex sock. Available in red or black only.

Add 12GA shell holders to your chest pocket.

Add Belt Loops for a belt or to hold a small gear bag (Includes (4), 2” or 4”).

Change boots for either latex socks or fabric socks (shown, no additional charge for socks).

Upgrade to a larger chest pocket with either a zipper closure or with Velcro®. Choose same color as wader fabric or a contrasting color.

Upgrade your wader boots to the BOGS® CLASSIC.

Add a front “T”-Zip and one chest pocket with Velcro® closure for greater utility. A second pocket can be added for an additional cost (shown).

USIA DECON Washdown Waders (OSHA approved steel-toed boots also available for an additional cost).
SURFACE DRY SUITS

Swift Water Rescue Suit
Stream Survey Suit
Rescue Swimmer Front Entry Dry Suit
Maritime Boat Crew Suit
MASS JS Maritime Assault Suit System
MASS Maritime Assault Suit System
The SWIFT WATER RESCUE SUIT is constructed from 200 series denier urethane coated pac-cloth and comes with your choice of integrated USIA insulated Kevlar® wrapped dive boots, latex or fabric socks. This suit comes equipped with 1000D Cordura® thigh and butt pads, wrist wraps and boot protectors; available in front diagonal, or rear shoulder entry. Organizational patches can be added at no additional charge. Suit at right shown with reflective tape (not standard).

Our STREAM SURVEY SUIT is manufactured from 400 series denier urethane coated pac-cloth and comes with your choice of latex or fabric socks, or ankle seals. Integrated USIA insulated Kevlar® wrapped dive boots are optional for an additional charge. The Stream Survey suit is built to last with 1000D Cordura® reinforced arms, butt, wrist and boot protectors and full frontal (top and pant) protection. Available in rear shoulder entry only. The 400D base fabric can be upgraded to the Techniflex stretch fabric for an additional cost.
The **RESCUE SWIMMER DRY SUIT** is available as a self-donning horizontal front entry suit, a diagonal front entry, or rear shoulder entry. It comes with your choice of integrated USIA insulated Kevlar® wrapped dive boots or latex or fabric socks. Standard in 400 series denier pac-cloth with 1000D Cordura® thigh pads and butt pads, pocket, relief zipper and storage bag. Available in Techniflex stretch fabric for an additional charge.

400 Series Denier base layer and 1000D Cordura® accent layers come in a variety of color choices.

The **MARITIME BOAT CREW SUIT** is a self-donning drysuit made from breathable fabric, equipped with military grade air/gas/water tight entry and relief zippers, boot and wrist protectors. All latex seals carry a C-1 zone resistance rating and an F-1 low temperature rating. Available in International Orange and Black, all Black, Navy Blue or OD Green. This suit is made with Techniflex Stretch fabric panels across the back area for greater comfort and flexibility. Suit is available in rear shoulder entry, front diagonal entry, or horizontal front entry. The entire suit can be made using Techniflex stretch fabric for additional cost.
**MASS SUIT**

The MASS is manufactured from a breathable fabric to keep the user comfortable. This suit provides the greatest degree of water vapor management and is durable enough for rugged field use without interfering with typical movements for activities such as swimming, running, assault movements and weapons manipulation.

This suit is available in either a diagonal or wrap around front zip and comes with relief zipper (zippers are air-gas-watertight), integrated socks, and 5 pockets. The MASS is available in a variety of subdued colors.

---

**MASS JS SUIT**

The MASS JS Suit is self-donning, and is made from breathable fabric. To keep the user comfortable, the MASS JS, like our MASS, provides the greatest degree of water vapor management and is durable enough for rugged field use.

The MASS JS comes equipped with YKK military grade air/gas/watertight entry and relief zippers. The entry zipper is a “zipper over zipper” configuration for extra water tight protection. The MASS JS has 5 pockets including two Velcro shoulder pockets equipped with “D” rings. All latex seals carry a C-1 zone resistance rating and an F-1 low temperature rating and are protected with double boot and wrist wraps. The suit comes with a crotch strap, a utility belt, and the latex neck seal has a neoprene zip-up collar for protection.
UNDER SEA INDUSTRIAL APPAREL

THERMAL WEAR

Exotherm I  Exotherm II or III  Superstretch  2N2: Two Piece Superstretch  Thermolux I or II  Deck Jacket

FR OSHA 269 Std Available
EXOTHERM I

The EXOTHERM I is a single layer garment made of 16oz fleece. This garment is engineered to "wick" moisture away from your skin. The Exotherm I will not shrink when washed. It is non-allergenic and contains polyester. This garment is ideal for thermal protection under surface dry suits and also warmer water scuba diving.

Features:
- Elastic thumb loops and stirrups.
- 2 outside pockets.

Colors: Available in black only.

EXOTHERM II & III

The EXOTHERM 2 is a double layer garment made of 16oz. fleece with a wind and water resistant outer shell that provides maximum protection and comfort in or out of your dry suit. The garment is engineered to "wick" moisture away from your skin. When skin comes in contact with water, heat is drawn out at a rate of up to 25% faster than dry skin. Staying dry will keep you warmer.

The EXOTHERM 3 looks the same on the outside as the Exotherm 2 but the Exotherm 3 is a triple layered thermal with the added inner layer of 4 ounces of Thermolite® material sandwiched between the nylon outer shell and the 16 ounce fleece layer.

Both the EXOTHERM 2 & 3 feature:
- Elastic thumb loops and stirrups.
- 2 outer pockets, and an inside pocket.
- The stretch panel across the shoulders on the back of the garment allows for greater flexibility.

Colors: Features colored top (many colors to choose from) with black pants and colored leg panel.
SUPERSTRETCH

The SUPERSTRETCH is an extremely warm and comfortable double-layered four-way stretch fleece one-piece, front zip jumpsuit with foot and thumb loops. The USIA Superstretch has been tested in the cold waters of the Puget Sound and Oregon Coast, and divers have responded overwhelmingly to the warmth and comfort of this undergarment. Available in black only.

2N2: 2-PIECE SUPERSTRETCH

2N2 or TWO & TWO, is a two-piece version of our Superstretch. This thermal set is comprised of synthetic fleece technology to keep the moisture away from your skin and move perspiration to the outside of the garment as fast as you generate it. Features stylish colored stitching, 2 side pockets in pants, and the top has a zippered front. Available in black and contrasting thread with choice of color.
The THERMOLUX 1 is manufactured to the same specifications as the Exotherm 2, but is a two piece Farmer John bib pants and zippered jacket. The layering around the torso core area provides a greater thermal barrier.

Features:
- 2 piece garment.
- Jacket has 2 outer pockets and one inner pocket. Pants have 2 outer pockets.
- Colors: Thermal set has two colored top and black pants with colored leg panel.

The THERMOLUX 2 is the same as the Thermolux 1 but with an additional inner liner of Thermolite® insulation for added warmth.

The USIA DECK JACKET (DJIM) is made from a wind and water resistant material which is used for the outer shell of this 3/4 length jacket. The 12 oz. fleece liner, deep front pockets, inner fleece pocket, and attached hood will insure warmth when you’re out of the water. Front zipper closure.

The DECK JACKET PLUS (DJPM) is drawstring hooded, 3/4 length and is lined with one layer of 16 oz. fleece, a second layer of 11 oz. fleece, and has a waterproof breathable outer shell. This jacket has large roomy pockets, inner fleece pocket, and a zipper front closure. Other Deck Jacket
USIA DRY BAGS

USIA Waterproof Bags are submersible to depths greater than 132 feet and suitable for any underwater operations including SCUBA diving and technical SCUBA diving. Normal uses include commercial scuba diving, search & rescue diving, and deep sea military activities. They will not be permeated by water in depths greater than 132 feet. USIA Waterproof Bags are all fitted with a minimum of oral inflator or inflate & exhaust valve set.

USIA Water Resistant Bags are waterproof in top-down watering applications. The product could be infiltrated by moisture in forceful water pressure, water injected from odd angles, or submersion.
USIASYS2202B:  
**F-470 BOW BAG**  
Front mount boat bag with D-Rings for tie down. Designed to fit in the bow of a boat, triangular shaped. Waterproof side entry zipper. 27.5 x 35 x 15.5

USIASYS2200BPL: **LARGE COUNTRY BACK PACK**  
Oral inflator, 2 shoulder straps, compression straps. YKK air, gas and water-tight zipper. 22 x 9 x 39

USIASYS2201BPM: **MEDIUM COUNTRY BACK PACK**  
Oral inflator, 2 shoulder straps, compression straps. YKK air, gas and water-tight zipper. 13.5 x 12 x 18.5

USIASYS4200FPS: **WATERPROOF FANNY PACK (STANDARD)**  
Smaller version of the large Fanny Pack with oral inflator and waterproof zipper. 9 x 3.5 x 7

USIASYS4250FPL: **(LARGE) WATERPROOF FANNY PACK**  
Naval Special Warfare version, with 2 compression straps, oral inflator and waterproof zipper. 12.5 x 5.5 x 10

USIASYS2300SP: **MINI-SWIMMER’S PACK**  
Will accommodate radio and night vision device. Smaller version of the Ultimate Swimmer’s pack. 6.5 x 5.5 x 17
**USIASYS230IUSP: ULTIMATE SWIMMER’S PACK**
Waterproof 3-day assault pack. Cordura® cover with pockets. Oral inflator/waterproof zippers. 11.75 x 7.5 x 18.5

**USIASYS2334SSP: “STICKY VELCRO®” SWIMMER’S PACK**
Developed for combat medics and EOD teams. Clam shell opening to accommodate individual Velcro pockets. 15 x 9 x 22

**USIASYS2336CT: COMBAT TRAUMA MEDICAL BAG**
Backpack for medical equipment has Velcro interior sides capable of holding CTMB pouches and center divider (sold separately). Standard with detachable MOLLE “McFarland Frog” with shoulder harness. NSN 6545-01-537-1882 12.5 x 17 x 9

**USIASYS3000SW: WATERPROOF WEAPONS CONTAINER (SMALL)**
2 Tension straps. Will accommodate M4, MP5 and CAR15. Shoot-through bag. NSN 4220-01-456-0996 32 x 5 x 15

**USIASYS4000LW: WATERPROOF WEAPONS CONTAINER (LARGE)**
2 Tension straps. Will accommodate M16, M60, etc. CAR15. NSN 4220-01-456-2554 44 x 4 x 12
WATERPROOF BAGS

USIASYS4300VC: WATERPROOF WEAPONS BAG (VIOLIN)
Fit for CAR-15, UZI, MP-5, with oral inflator and waterproof zipper.
29 x 4.5 x 11

USIASYS4600SB: WATERPROOF SNIPER BAG
Holds full drag bag. 3 compression straps and carrying handle.
50 x 4.5 x 14

USIASYS4620SB: WATERPROOF SNIPER BAG FOR SR-25
50 x 4.5 x 14

USIASYS4640ORCSB: WATERPROOF RE-CON SNIPER BAG
YKK zipper, low pressure inflator and over pressurization valve with weight pockets; neoprene liner included.
NSN: 4220-01-520-8216
55 x 6 x 15

USIASYS4650SSB: SQUARE RIFLE BAG (Sniper rifle type) 3 compression straps and carrying handle.
NSN: 4220-01-520-8175
55 x 6 x 15

USIASYS5000RL: WATERPROOF CONTAINER, AL YCE PACK LINER
Fits large ALYCE pack. Oral inflator. YKK zipper.
NSN: 4220-01-456-2555
18 x 8.5 x 23.5

USIASYS5001-3DL: WATERPROOF CONTAINER, 3-DAY ASSAULT PACK LINER
Fits most standard 3-day triangular packs. Oral inflator. YKK zipper. (Shown below)
15 x 6 x 18.5

USIASYS5002PP: TEAR-DROP (PHOENIX) PACK LINER
Fits most standard 4-5-day triangular packs. (Shown above)
15 x 6 x 22
WATERPROOF BAGS

USIASYS5004DLS (SMALL): WATERPROOF RECTANGULAR PACK LINER
Will accommodate various items without sleeping bag. Oral inflator. YKK zipper. 17 x 10 x 23

USIASYS5003DLL (LARGE): WATERPROOF DANA PACK LINER
Will accommodate various items with sleeping bag. Oral inflator. YKK zipper. 17 x 10 x 29

USIASYS5500GP: WATERPROOF CONTAINER, GENERAL PURPOSE BAG
With two tension straps. Carrying handles. Cordura® reinforced bottom. 39 x 12 x 12
NSN: 4220-01-456-0992

USIASYS5500GP/MOD: WATERPROOF UW LOADOUT BAG
As pictured above with added pocket. Built from 420 denier nylon with sewn seam and heat sealed. The outer bag is covered with 1000 denier Cordura® for better abrasion resistance and has a clear pocket window on the top of the bag. This bag has a 69” 8tz YKK water/gas/air-tight zipper with a clam-shell opening. Also included is a 1000 denier Cordura® inner liner and oral inflator/deflator. 39 x 12 x 12

USIASYS5550GPL: WATERPROOF CONTAINER, GENERAL PURPOSE BAG, LARGE
With two tension straps. Carrying handles. Cordura® reinforced bottom. 6 D-rings. 40” zipper. 40 x 24 x 15

USIASYS6000GM: WATERPROOF GAS MASK BAG
Fits M17. Also accommodates NVG’s. Belt style. 7 x 3.5 x 10.5
WATERPROOF BAGS

USIASYS600IGM-45: WATERPROOF GAS MASK BAG
Full zipper around top and Cordura® liner. Drop-leg style fits M45.
7 x 5.5 x 11

USIASYS6500RB: WATERPROOF UTILITY BAG
Cordura® reinforced bottom (Cordura® inner liner), two carrying handles. YKK zipper with oral inflator valve.
16 x 9.5 x 16

USIASYS6550RP: WATERPROOF RADIO POUCH
Designed to fit the MBITRAN/PRC-148 radio and also fits the RF-5800. A vinyl viewing window is provided for frequency monitoring. Quick close antenna wrap for low profile carrying.
3.875 x 23 x 1.75

USIASYS6600ALS: ALS WATERPROOF BAG
For waterproofing advanced life support systems. Cordura® reinforced bottom (Cordura® inner liner), two carrying handles. YKK zipper with oral inflator valve.
16 x 5 x 16

USIASYSCTF-12-PS: SOFA Without Pouch Set & Center Dividers
Available in both a diveable waterproof and surface water resistant version, and has 2457 sq. inches of storage. Available with a standard fixed or detachable harness.
19.5 x 12 x 10.5

USIASYSCTF-12: SOFA AIDMANS BAG With Pouch Set & Center Dividers
Also available in both a diveable waterproof and surface water resistant version, and has 2457 sq. inches of storage with 820 sq. inches of pile-lined center dividers (2) to attach the 11 hook-backed pouches included in this bag. Available with a standard fixed or detachable harness.
19.5 x 12 x 10.5

USIASYSCTF-PS: SOFA POUCH SET
Set of 11 hook-backed attachable pouches include 1 each of the following sizes: 1) 9x18x5, 2) 9x9x3, 3) 9x9x5, 4) 2x18 (flat fold), 5) 9x6x3, 6) 9x6x5, 7) 5x5x3, 8) 5x5x5, 9) 6x9x5, 10) 9.5x4.5x3, 11) 9.5x4.5x5.

USIASYSCTF-11: Water Resistant Version Also Available
WATER RESISTANT BAGS

USIASYS9444CBR: WATER-RESISTANT BAG is built from 200D series polyurethane coated Nylon fabric and has a water-resistant polyurethane coated zipper. Both versions have large outer pocket.

USIASYS9444CBR/WP WATERPROOF BAG is built from 400D polyurethane coated Nylon fabric with sewn seam and heat sealed. This version also has the YKK air/gas/air-tight zipper and oral inflator valve.

USIASYS-BP3D: 3-DAY PACK
Designed for ease of carry and deployment. Cordura® reinforced, one carry handle. MOLLE webbing, attached harness.
14.5 x 16.75 x 11

USIASYS-BPGO: GO BAG
The USIA Roll & Go Bag is a frameless pack with silent, water-resistant zippers that close over a large main compartment with storage for all your pre-packed essentials. Couple this pack with the USIA I-O Load Bearing Belt for even more stability and carrying room.
12 x 7 x 18

USIASYS9087KIT: MARITIME RESCUE & ASSISTANCE KIT
Constructed of 200D polyurethane nylon with mesh bottom. Set up with one big storage area for 300 feet 1-1/2" circumference 1/2" diameter double braided nylon (DBN) line for towing. An exterior pocket will store 3 individual DBN 1-1/2" circumference or 1/2" diameter 25' sidelines, and 1 (blue) dock line, 25' (DBN). Exterior pocket constructed of 1000D Cordura® with fastex clips and sling system attached to the back for carrying. Water resistant polyurethane coated zipper; mesh bottom allows towline to breath for drying.
14.5 x 16.75 x 11